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Abstract 

British government and politics face a crisis of legitimacy. Falling election turnouts coupled with 

low public trust in politicians and officials have resulted from a series of developments that have 

resulted in mass disillusion with the political system. They include an attenuated view of citizenship 

as equivalent to a shopper rather than a participant in government, despite the availability of new 

means of participation, the neo-liberal failure to recognise a collective public interest and the 

resultant abandonment of public service ethics. Further problems are the demise of public sector 

education and training in our universities and elsewhere and lastly the loss of the desire to seek a 

vision of a good society whose decisions are not guided solely by market forces. 

 

The political leadership matrix developed by Howard Elcock and John Fenwick might be used to 

analyse these problems and the nature of the political and managerial leadership needed to 

overcome them. The Matrix enables us to review the formal, informal and personal attributes 

needed by leaders capable of restoring public trust in politics and government, together with 

analysing the governmental, governance and allegiance roles that such leaders must undertake. The 

outcome could and should be a blueprint for recovery of public interest and trust in its government 

and governors. It leads on to suggest a series of measures that could be taken to restore the legality 

and integrity of government but in the end, leaders must change the value slope of British society 

away form individualism and reliance on markets by their own examples and conduct. 

 

1. The problem. 

Public support for government and politicians has probably never been lower than it is now. A 

combination of personal and financial sleaze, the gross mismanagement of Parliamentary expenses 

and a general feeling that democratically elected Governments do not listen to their electors when 

making major decisions such as going to war in Iraq, have resulted in a dangerous rise of cynicism 

about and apathy towards politics and politicians. This has been added to by parties whose policies 

converge as they campaign for the “centre ground”, leading to an increasing public belief that 

“They're all the same” snd their votes will make no difference. Civil servants' reputations have been 

tarnished by the excessively close informal relations with business and the City of London exposed 

fortnightly in the columns of Private Eye and elsewhere. In particular, the “revolving door” through 

which ex-ministers and retiring senior civil servants now slip effortlessly onto company Boards 

with whose members and employees they have dealt while they were in office give an appearance 

of corruption, although there is some attempt to regulate these movements and not every innuendo 

about them may be justified. Nonetheless, these movements in and out of the Government 

department and the company board look sleazy, whether nor not they are so in reality so. Generally, 

we have forgotten a range of lessons taught by political philosophers both ancient and modern, 

starting with Plato and we have substituted a set of neo-liberal prescriptions whose effect has often 

been harmful to the proper and effective conduct of government, or ast least to its appearance, even 

where they have resulted in greater economy and efficiency..  



 

A study of ancient and modern political philosophers enables us to identify five specific issues that 

have led to the present sorry state of politics and the public vies of it (See Elcock, 2013)  They are: 

 

 An attenuated view of citizenship, in which Aristotle's definition of a citizen as one with the 

right and duty to participate in the government of his or her community has been reduced to 

the choices made by a shopper wandering around a store wondering what goods to choose. 

This is especially regrettable when the Internet and the new social media have made 

participation in political life, discussions and decisions easier than it has ever been. 

 The loss of a collective public interest and its replacement by a Benthamite view that the 

public interest consists simply of the sum of individuals' interests. This view is incomplete: 

there is a collective public interest at the very least in maintaining public non-excludable 

goods like pure air, clean water, wholesome food and defence from our internal and external 

foes. These and other public goods either cannot or should not be dealt with by markets 

alone (Sandel, 2012). 

 Partly in consequence of the loss of a collective public interest, the public service ethos and 

ethics that should guide the behaviour of politicians and public servants has partly or 

entirely been lost sight of. Basic duties of political leaders and public administrators are to 

ensure the equitable distribution of public resources and probity in all a government's 

dealings with business, industry, trades unions and the citizenry. The Greek scholar Antony 

Makridimitris (2002) has developed this notion of the public service ethos through his ALIR 

acronym, standing for accountability, legality, integrity and responsiveness. 

 One reason for this loss of the public service ethos is the demise of most public service 

education and training and its replacement by business courses taught in Business Schools, 

which present a valid set of managerial and ethical standards for the conduct of private 

businesses but are inadequate or inappropriate for the training of pubic servants. Those 

responsible for government must be trained in the specific ethical demands of public service 

as recognised by political philosophers at least since Plato, together with a thorough 

grounding in the structures of accountable and responsible government in which they are 

required to operate.  

 Lastly modern governments have lost sight of the need to present a vision of society as a 

collective entity with a responsibility to seek the Greek virtue of Areti - virtue, excellence, 

the good life, which the ancients taught us lies beyond markets and commerce (Sandel, 2009, 

2012). 

 

2. So what is to be done? Can the Leadership Matrix help? 

During studies of local elected mayors and political leadership in other contexts, a group at 

Northumbria University has developed a Political Leadership Matrix which relates the formal, 

informal and personal attributes needed by political leaders with their three principal roles: 

government, governance and allegiance (Elcock and Fenwick, various; Elcock, Fenwick and 

McMillan, 2008) (FIGURE 1). The governmental role relates to guiding and managing the local 

authority or national government of which the leader or leaders have been elected to take charge by 

the citizenry. The governance role relates to the government's relations with other governments, 



including multi-level governance, businesses and their organisations, trades unions, lobby groups 

and the voluntary sector, The allegiance role concerns the means by which political leaders seek to 

secure their continuance in office and in some cases the survival of the office itself.  All this yields a 

matrix of nine cellos which we can now use to try to analyse the nature of the problems facing 

current and future British political leaders. 

 

 The first cell, formal/Government, raises issues of the legislation and regulations that are needed  

to control the activities of politicians and civil servants in the management of their governments, 

departments and agencies. These rules, including statutes, regulations and ministerial codes of 

conduct, govern the relations of political leaders with the politically neutral Civil Servants, the role 

and deployment of special advisers and the negotiation of contracts or other agreements with 

outside organisations. These rules also determine whether leadership is essentially individual or 

collective. An individual leader, such as a President or an elected mayor is granted by law extensive 

discretion to make policies on his or her own but if the leadership is required to be a collective 

group such as a cabinet, the leader must be and must see him or herself as primus inter pares and no 

more – a limit that has been increasingly frequently ignored by recent British Prime Ministers but 

ignorance and neglect of which sooner or later ends in tears..Prime Ministers who achieve great 

media and popular attention ultimately get defeated in circumstances that destroy their personal 

authority. Examples include David Lloyd George, Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair.  

 

 Also, individual leaders are particularly prone to succumb to Lord Acton's warning of the danger 

that power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely. These dangers can be avoided 

or at least reduced by the promulgation of clear rules concerning the limits of individuals' power 

and the development of effective scrutiny of leaders' behaviour. Here the increasingly effective 

scrutiny of Ministers and their Departments by Select Committees of the House of Commons is 

welcome, although the work of Overview and Scrutiny Committees in local government appear to 

vary widely in their effectiveness or otherwise. Term limits prevent leaders retaining their offices 

for so long that the corru0tions of power become inevitable:  the late Lord Stockton once declared 

that Prime Ministers govern well for two terms but in their third terms they go mad.. . 

 

 Stricter formal rules must also be introduced or reintroduced to govern the recruitment, training and 

conduct of officials (Chapman, 1988a). Their dilution since 1979 has resulted in allegations of 

corruption that are from time to time found to be justified. The severe penalties that used to be 

imposed on officials who misbehave or break the rules applying to them have been diluted or 

abolished, resulting in the appearance of sleaze when retired officials emerge on company Boards 

shortly after their retirement, whether or not that appearance proves to be justified. The decline of 

public service education and training has ended the inculcation of the relevant values of probity and 

the dispassionate conduct of government. 

 

 This leads on to Cell 2: Formal;/Governance, where the formal role of political leaders demands 

the careful regulation of the relations between governments and other organisations, especially 

business. The current” revolving door” by which Ministers and civil servants move freely between 

Government posts and business boardrooms is a considerable source of pubic disillusion and runs 

contrary to a Civil Service tradition in which formally such moves were frowned upon and attempts 



to secure them led to severe disciplinary action, including dismissals, as exemplified by the 

Permanent Secretary to the Ministry of Aviation, Sir Christopher Bullock, who was dismissed the 

Civil Service after trying to arrange a post-retirement seat on the Board on Imperial Airways in 

1936. (See Chapman, 1988b, chapter 4).  

 

 Loose regulations and auditing in local government made possible the web of corrupt practice laid 

bare by the Poulson bankruptcy proceedings in 1976, as a result of which the rules governing the 

letting of contracts by local authorities, their recruitment of senior staff and the control of 

councillors' and officers' expenses has been considerably strengthened. The introduction of 

payments for councillors has reduced their need to seek outside earnings in order to live while being 

absorbed for much of their time in their council work (see Foote-Wood, 2010) The danger of the 

improper or corrupt misuse of information or contacts should be obvious but is often ignored, for 

example in the case of the former Head of Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs, David Hartnett's 

recruitment by tax avoidance specialists Deloitte within a few months of his retirement form the 

Civil Service. The corrective for this problem must be the re-imposition of formal rules and 

regulations controlling outside recruitment and post-retirement activities of senior civil servants 

(see Appendix). 

 

 Cell 3 Formal/Allegiance introduces issues that concern the conditions under which political and 

administrative leaders seek to secure re-election, renewal of their appointments or survival in their 

posts. Governments must not only obey the rules; they must manifestly be seen to do so. 

Makridimitris's (2002) guiding principles of accountability, legality, integrity and responsiveness 

are again to the point here because citizens will be reassured by their open observance, through 

maximum transparency of decisions and the information on which they are based, both of which are 

secured through freedom of information legislation and effective Parliamentary scrutiny, as well as 

easy citizen access to political leaders and their elected representatives and to the government itself. 

The re-establishment of strict regulatory frameworks governing recruitment to and corruption 

within public offices can provide reassurance, not necessarily at the cost of reducing opportunities 

to recruit people with relevant knowledge, experience and creativity to the public service.  

 

 Cell 4. Informal/Government concerns the relations between political leaders and the senior 

officials who advise them. Research on elected mayors in England and elsewhere (Elcock et al., 

various; Copus, 2004) demonstrates that the relationship between elected mayors and their chief 

executive officers or equivalent senior officials is crucial to their success but but among English 

elected mayors these relationships have been variable, ranging from amiable co-operation to 

repeated dismissals and downgrading of the chief executive post (Elcock, 2009). Elcock, Jordan and 

Midwinter (1989) identified the widespread use of small, informal groups of political leaders and 

senior officials to prepare budget strategies to deal with demands for reductions in expenditure is 

another case in point, demonstrating the importance of developing co-operative relations between 

leading politicians and their senior advisers.. Such groups were widely know by council staff as 

“The big three”, “the Gang of Four” and “The Magnificent Seven”. They have no formal status in 

they council's decision-making and administrative structures and within them, the distinctions 

between political and officer roles can diminish almost to vanishing point. This enable the 

development of useful decisions and improved control of spending but it also has its dangers, 

especially if officials secure excessive control over policy decisions that should properly be made 



by elected representatives. 

 

 However, such informal government has its dangers. Tony Blair chopse to conduct much of his 

Government business very informally, chatting to Ministers and others individually in his “den”, the 

phenomonon that became j=known as “sofa government” (Blair, 2010; Powell, 2010).. However, 

minutes were not kept of many of these meetings and confusion about what mthe Perime minister's 

true intentions were. When gioordon Brown took over in 2007, he reverted to a more formal and 

more collective method of taking decisions Cabinet meetings woould be “longer and more 

discursive” and policy annoucements would be made in the House of Commons, not on the BBC 

Today programme “These were exactly the assurances that those ocncerned with the rapidly rising 

'democratic deficit'  in Britain wanted to hear. They were also a riposte to Biair's 'spfa government' 

approach, which had been widely crititised...which Brown believed had damaged trust in 

government (Seldon and Lodge, 2010: 18). Excessive informality in government has real dangers 

for the Prime Minister and his Government alike. 

.. 

 Cell 5: Informal/Governance. Apart from formally regulating contracts or other agreements 

between governments and outside organisations, meetings between politicians, officials and 

company executives must be formally convened and fully minuted. The “quiet word in the ear” 

leads inevitably to corruption. Informal deals should be minimised and where they may be 

necessary, should quickly be announced publicly. Such deals must be carefully examined by 

scrutiny bodies such as the Public Accounts Committee, currently doing sterling work under 

Margaret Hodge MP and in local government by local authority overview and scrutiny committees 

but their effectiveness varies considerably. Elected mayors stressed at interview the particular need 

for effective scrutiny of their decisions and activities, especially their relaitons with outside 

individuals and groups  (Elcock and Fenwick, Fenwick and Elcock various) 

 

 Cell 6: Informal/Allegiance. Political leaders must try to maintain the confidence and support of 

the citizenry to try to secure their continuance of office and sometimes, as with English elected 

mayors, the survival of the office itself: several mayors have faced calls for referendums to abolish 

their offices, two of which have succeeded in doing so Interviews with elected mayors produced 

responses stressing the importance they attach to their work and their relations with individual 

citizens, including dealing with their complaints – one mayor referred to this as the micro level of 

his work but stressed its importance to him. All the mayors interviewed found themselves being 

frequently accosted in the streets, telephoned or emailed by aggrieved citizens but rarely 

congratulated. Informal relations with ethnic groups, churches and other interests are frequent: one 

mayor said that the local Bishop had drop by the previous day (Elcock and Fenwick 2014). Such 

relationships must be based on respect for both sides and a clear understanding of what their 

respective roles and duties are. Inevitably, much of this co-operation will be informal and conducted 

behind closed doors, including meetings with business and other interest groups, campaigning 

groups and many others. Parish councils and area committees were reported as being particularly 

valuable in helping mayors maintain contact with local issues and concerns. Consultation and 

participation exercises need to be as open as possible. 

 

 Cell 7. Personal/Government. In cases of personal leadership, the over-quoted warning of Lord 



Acton must nonetheless be constantly borne in mind: “Power tends to corrupt and absolute power 

corrupts absolutely. Great men are almost always bad men”  Such personal leaders must be kept 

under constant scrutiny by colleagues and elected representatives to ensure that this does not come 

to pass. A particular issue for Britain, with its strong tradition of official non-partisanship, is how 

many political appointments should political leaders be permitted to make and on what terms (see 

Powell, 2010). Political leaders benefit from having access to politically sympathetic advice as well 

as the politically neutral recommendations of career officials, who tend to have their own policy 

agenda, including preventing the disruption of established policies and procedures but an excessive 

variety of sources of advice can lead to indecision or confusion. Also, personal appointments may 

be made for reasons of personal acquaintance or friendship which may or many not have anything 

to do with the appointees' ability to do the jobs allocated to them.. Leaders must have advisers who 

are prepared to play the role of King Lear's bitter Fool (Elcock, 2001), who are able to tell them 

what they do not wish to hear but which it may nonetheless be wise for him to hear. Jonathan 

Powell (2012: 93) approvingly quotes Machiavelli on the role of the Prince's advisers: “It is 

important that each and all of them may know that the more freely they declare their thoughts the 

better they will be liked” but this will not always be easy for the leader to achieve or accept. 

Excessively informal “sofa government” contacts between leaders, their colleagues and their 

advisers may result in the leader concerned not receiving important but unwelcome advice (Powell, 

2010). 

 

 Cell 8 Governance/Personal. Political leaders and their senior officials need to develop good 

networking skills and be able to handle a wide range of contacts with other governments, business 

people, trades unionists, churches, ethnic groups and many others but they must be wary of 

excessively close involvement with any of them, especially business leaders, for fear that policies 

may become unduly influenced by any one interest. Pluralism requires the existence of large 

numbers of actors trying to influence government policies and legislation, none of whom is able to 

dominate the others (Dahl, 1961). The failure of the Blair and Brown Governments to regulate the 

city of London's financial dealings or to use their regulatory powers to prevent greed leading to 

reckless investments and hence the financial crash of 2008-9, is a case in point (See Darling, 2012; 

Elliott and Atkinson, 2008) Meetings must be minuted and the minutes made available for elected 

representatives' and public scrutiny. Nonetheless, governments' ability to act as “reticulists”, co-

ordinating and managing a wide variety of networks including multi-level governance,  is extremely 

important in modern government, especially in fields like land use planning, industrial development 

and housing, otherwise an untidy and wasteful process of over-bidding for resources such as 

housing land may ensue. 

 

 Cell 9: Allegiance/Personal. The ability and willingness to engage with the citizenry is a vital 

ability for democratic political leaders to possess. The use of social media to encourage citizen 

engagement in policy discussions is a resource of great potential nowadays. However, governments 

must be seen to listen and take account of such public debates, discussions and representations, or 

the results will simply be to reduce the citizenry to greater cynicism. Links between citizens and 

their MPs and councillors should be strengthened and leading politicians must take the lead in this. 

Studies of elected mayors show that they are very well aware of the need to maintain contact with 

citizens, deal with their grievances, listen to their concerns and adjust services to their needs, is an 

essential aspect of endeavouring to secure not only their re-election but also the survival of the 

mayoral office itself.  



 

3.  How does the present system measure up and what reforms are needed? 

The essential requirement for change is leadership but leadership is a slippery concept. On the one 

hand it requires personal attributes including charisma, honesty, openness and integrity that are born 

in leaders' personalities, assisted but not formed by education and training where either is possible. 

Leaders may be born, not trained, although training can help if it is possible to provide it but often 

this is not the case because leaders achieve their positions unexpectedly – indeed, the most 

successful British Prime ministers have been those whose accession to the leadership was sudden 

and unexpected. . The present lack of education and training for career public servants is, however, 

a matter of great concern: training in the ethics and practices of business in Business Schools is not 

enough to inculcate the need for effective accoutability, the particular respect for legality required 

of governors, integrity and the disinterested approach to decision-making advocated by political 

theorists since Plato. On the other hand, there are concrete steps that can be taken to change the 

ethical value slope that governs government and society.  

 

The first is to introduce or re-introduce regulatory frameworks which discourage or forbid 

undesirable behaviour, especially self-interested actions by politicians or officials. Such re-

regulation is necessary not only to change leaders' expectations and behaviour but also as signals to 

the citizens that measures are being taken to eliminate the various forms of corruption and 

misconduct that have damaged the body politic in recent times: hence the first column of the Matrix 

is important. Some relevant measures are set out as the “Good Government Bill” Appendix to this 

paper.: 

 

Secondly, political leaders must set an example of honesty and integrity that can restore respect for 

politics and government among the citizenry. The present Coalition Government has been 

mercifully free of the financial corruption and sexual peccadilloes that plagued its Conservative and 

Labour predecessors and the next Prime Minister must ensure so far as possible that his Cabinet 

members are free of financial malpractice or personal misbehaviour. Ministers and all politicians 

need to take the ALIR prescriptions to their heart, along with Lord Nolan's seven Principles of 

Public Service.. The dangerous illusion fostered by the public choice theorists that political and 

other leaders cannot act otherwise than as selfish rational maximisers must be replaced by the 

Platonic requirement that rulers must make decisions in the public interest without regard to their 

personal interests and must seek excellence and the good life beyond the requirements of the 

“bottom line”..  

 



APPENDIX: THE GOOD GOVERNMEMT BILL 

These are practical proposals arising from the paper “What the Greeks taught us and we have 

forgotten” and other sources ancient and modern but notably the work of Michael Sandel.. They are 

means of restoring public confidence as well as securing better behaviour from politicians and 

officials. 

 

1. The three year ban on ex-Ministers and retired senior civil servants sitting on the boards of 

private companies with which they dealt when they were in office must be restored. Attempts to 

secure a Board seat while in office should once again become a “sackable” offence. This will 

remove the unedifying spectacle of former Ministers and senior civil servants going from retirement 

straight onto company Boards with which they had dealings in their former occupations. 

 

2. “Outside” recruitment to the Civil Service should not cease but it should be exceptional and be 

carried out for specific reasons or to gain access to specified specialist expertise. If and when such 

recruits return to the private sector, they should be banned from any dealings with their former 

Government employers for 3 years. 

 

3. Initial and in-service education and training for present and future public servants in public 

service ethics and the processes of democracy and government must be restored and attendance by 

prospective and serving public officials should be made mandatory as part of their initial and in-

service training programmes, if they have not studied these subjects when taking first or higher 

degrees.. 

 

4. The letting of contracts to the private sector must be thoroughly audited and scrutinised by the 

Public Accounts Committee or another Select Committee, for example the Public Administration 

Select Committee. Before that they must be vetted by competent civil servants or if necessary, by 

financial consultants. 

 

5. Citizen participation in policy-making and scrutiny should be brought into decision-making and 

implementation processes at all stages and encouraged wherever possible. Open government 

requires that maximum transparency must be offered wherever possible. 

 

6, Expenses systems must be robust and thoroughly audited, in Parliament and government alike. 

MPs' salaries should be fixed to a Civil Service grade (Under-secretary?) and the expenses system 

must not again be used to augment their salaries. 

 

7. Relations between Ministers and their advisers with private companies must be formally held and 

properly minuted. The “quiet word” or “nudge nudge wink wink” philosophy must be erased, even 

at the cost of formalities and minuting that business people may regard as unnecessary and onerous. 

 



However, beyond this, political leaders must take care that their own private and professional lives 

are free of sexual or financial sleaze. Any Cabinet member falling foul of these prohibitions must be 

dismissed at once, even at the risk of occasional injustices of the kind impose don Peter Mandelson 

over the Hinduja passport affair taking place (see Blair, 2012; Mandelson, 2012). Beyond that, the 

need is for openness, integrity and charisma but these cannot be bought or trained for but these are 

the *qualities needed to change the ethical value slope..  
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